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Figure 1: Generated samples from text prompts. We show 512×512 samples.

ABSTRACT

We present STAR, a text-to-image model that employs scale-wise auto-regressive
paradigm. Unlike VAR, which is limited to class-conditioned synthesis within
a fixed set of predetermined categories, our STAR enables text-driven open-set
generation through three key designs: To boost diversity and generalizability with
unseen combinations of objects and concepts, we introduce a pre-trained text en-
coder to extract representations for textual constraints, which we then use as guid-
ance. To improve the interactions between generated images and fine-grained tex-
tual guidance, making results more controllable, additional cross-attention layers
are incorporated at each scale. Given the natural structure correlation across dif-
ferent scales, we leverage 2D Rotary Positional Encoding (RoPE) and tweak it into
a normalized version. This ensures consistent interpretation of relative positions
across token maps at different scales and stabilizes the training process. Extensive
experiments demonstrate that STAR surpasses existing benchmarks in terms of
fidelity,image text consistency, and aesthetic quality. Our findings emphasize the
potential of auto-regressive methods in the field of high-quality image synthesis,
offering promising new directions for the T2I field currently dominated by diffu-
sion methods. Available at https://github.com/krennic999/STAR.

1 INTRODUCTION

Text-to-Image (T2I) generation has emerged as a major trend in recent computer vision community.
With advancements in understanding textual instructions and producing realistic and imaginative

∗Equal contribution; † Corresponding author.
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(a) Per-category FID on MJHQ-30K (b) Efficiency & CLIP-Score

Figure 2: Comparison with current T2I methods. (a) Our STAR shows great fidelity on all categories
in MJHQ-30K (b) and perform well in text-image alignment with reduced inference time on 512×
512 image generation.

images. This technology allows individuals to actualize their creative visions through digital paint-
ing and even has the power to change labor-intensive works, including secondary creations, virtual
try-ons, and prototype design. This revolutionary capability is mainly supported by two mainstream
generative paradigms in the current T2I pipeline:

(1) Latent Variable Modeling. Variational Auto-Encoder (Van Den Oord et al., 2017) (VAE),
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) (Karras et al., 2019; 2020) and Diffusion Model (OpenAI,
2023; Saharia et al., 2022; Rombach et al., 2022) (DM) operating by introduce an additional latent
representation z with image x, then generate images through transformations from constrained prior
p(z) or posterior p(z|x) under text guidance y. Specifically, VAEs explicitly constrain the poste-
rior q(x|z) to fit in a normal distribution, which results in low-quality outcomes. GANs introduce
a discriminator to measure the distance between generated and real images. While the min-max
optimization of the generator and discriminator often fails due to mode collapse, leading to limited
diversity. DMs adopt a more sophisticated way by gradually recovering image structure from noise,
offering greater stability during training and more controllable outputs through cross-attention in
each denoising step. Although diffusion models have demonstrated significant progress in vari-
ous benchmarks and are widely used in current T2I applications, the “progressively” reconstruction
process is time-consuming due to the lengthy sampling process.

(2) Observed Variable Modeling. In contrast to those latent-based methods, Auto-Regressive (AR)
models (Yu et al., 2022a) aim to directly model the image distribution p(x) by generating tokens fol-
lowing a carefully-designed auto-regressive path, representing a fundamentally different paradigm.
Traditional AR architectures such as PixelRNN, PixelCNN and GPT-like models propose to regress
in image patches. They employ discrete image tokenizers such as VQ-VAE (Van Den Oord et al.,
2017) and d-VAE (Ramesh et al., 2021) to convert 2D images into 1D patches, then utilize the next-
token prediction optimization scheme akin to Large Language Models. However, these efforts often
overlook the conflicts between the bi-directional and 2D structural correlations in image patch to-
kens and the unidirectional nature of AR models, leading to a degradation in quality. In contrast,
VAR (Ramesh et al., 2021; Tian et al., 2024) reveals that the auto-regressive path is not only limited
to patches. By introducing a multi-level VQ-VAE, images can be generated from token maps at
different resolutions in a scale-wise manner, which is more suitable for auto-regressive modeling.
VAR exhibits superiority in scale-wise generation over current state-of-the-art methods in ImageNet
and patch-wise AR ones regarding scalability and computational efficiency.

However, it is important to note that the VAR framework is constrained to class-conditioned syn-
thesis within a closed set of predetermined categories, and its effectiveness under textual conditions
remains uncertain. To facilitate text-driven open-set generation, two crucial questions raise: 1) How
can textual guidance be effectively implemented? VAR integrated category embedding to the initial
start token, with guidance enhanced through adaptive layer-norm (AdaLN) layers. This approach
causes insufficient fine-grained comprehension of textual information, resulting in poor controlla-
bility and failure when encountering unknown categories. 2) How to handle various scales with a
shared transformer? Unlike traditional AR schemes that produce a single token per step, VAR must
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produce a varying number of image tokens at each scale within an auto-regressive step. It ignores the
correlation between image structures at different scales and employs learnable absolute positional
encodings (APEs) at each scale. Consequently, this not only leads to parameter redundancy but also
constrains its capabilities and application scope, results in sub-optimal optimization.

To alleviate this issue, we revisited the “next-scale prediction” mechanism in VAR, evolving it into
general open-set T2I models for enhanced performance and efficiency, namely STAR. First, to boost
diversity and generalizability with unseen combinations of objects and concepts, we introduce a
pre-trained text encoder to extract representations for textual constraints, which we then use as
guidance. Next, to improve the interactions between the generated images and fine-grained text
guidance, making results more controllable, the additional cross-attention layers are incorporated at
each scale. Finally, given the natural structure correlation across different scales, we leverage the
2D Rotary Positional Encoding (RoPE) (Su et al., 2024) and tweak it into a normalized version.
This ensures consistent interpretation of relative positions across images at different scales and sta-
bilizes the training process without APE parameters. Overall, as shown in Fig. 1, our STAR can
generate images with enriched visual details, e.g., Animal hair, plant leaves, facial features, while
demonstrating remarkable capability for fine-grained alignment with textual guidance (see Fig. 2).

The main contributions are summarized as follows:

1. We propose a novel auto-regressive model, STAR, for open-set text-to-image generation,
which empowers the scale-wise paradigm introduced by VAR with the capability for text-
conditioned image generation.

2. We employ features from pre-trained text encoder with cross attention layers for detailed
textual guidance. Moreover, we develop a new normalized RoPE to enhance training effec-
tiveness and ensure consistent interpretation of relative positions across different scales.

3. Extensive experiments and qualitative analysis are conducted to demonstrate the superiority
of STAR over current methods. STAR achieves remarkable performance in fidelity, text-
image consistency, particularly in producing highly detailed images with more efficiency.

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 TEXT-TO-IMAGE (T2I) GENERATIVE MODELS

Current T2I models can be categorized into several types, i.e., GAN, VAE, diffusion and Auto-
regressive (AR) models. GANs (Xu et al., 2018; Tao et al., 2020; Kang et al., 2023) excel in produc-
ing vivid outcomes through adversarial training but often suffer from training instability. VAEs (Van
Den Oord et al., 2017; Esser et al., 2021), on the other hand, explicitly constrain the posterior and
decode samples from a normal distribution, resulting in lower generation quality.

Diffusion models (OpenAI, 2023; Saharia et al., 2022; Rombach et al., 2022) have notably surpassed
GANs and VAEs in producing high-quality and diverse examples by learning a progressive denois-
ing process (Dhariwal & Nichol, 2021). Further explorations in diffusion include new architecture
designs (Song et al., 2020), acceleration (Luo et al., 2023), improved sampling quality (Ho & Sal-
imans, 2022), and controllable generation (Zhang et al., 2023). Meanwhile, Diffusion Transformer
(DiT) (Peebles & Xie, 2023) replaces U-Net in diffusion with transformer for enhanced quality.
Implementations of DiT, such as PixArt (Chen et al., 2023a; 2024), SD3.0 (Esser et al., 2024) and
SORA (Brooks et al., 2024), have demonstrated advancements in T2I synthesis. Although DiT
offers scalability to some extent through transformer architecture, it struggles to achieve further
performance gains (Tian et al., 2024), and multi-step denoising can be time-consuming.

2.2 AUTO-REGRESSIVE (AR) MODELS

The advancement of Large Language Models (LLMs) such as BERT (Lee & Toutanova, 2018),
GPT (Radford et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020) and LLama (Touvron et al., 2023a;b) has shown
remarkable scalability (Zhang et al., 2022; Yu et al., 2022b) and zero-shot generalization (Sanh et al.,
2021). These achievements inspires application of decoder-only transformer in visual generation
tasks. Image tokenizers like VQGAN (Esser et al., 2021) or VQVAE (Van Den Oord et al., 2017)
convert images into discrete tokens, which are sequentially predicted to create new images.
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Figure 3: Illustration of proposed STAR. (a) From a text prompt, STAR generates images with
pooled embeddings from a pre-trained text encoder and trains a transformer to gradually predicts
token maps at higher resolution at a scale-wise manner. See in dashed box below, more details are
gradually generated with detailed condition of text in each scale. (b) Normalized RoPE provides
relative positions, and cross-attention is introduced for more detailed textual guidance.

Auto-regressive methods (Ramesh et al., 2021; Yu et al., 2022a; Gafni et al., 2022) in the style
of GPT predict flattened token maps with raster scan, spiral order, etc., in sequence. Make-A-
Scene (Gafni et al., 2022) explores scene-based generation, while Parti (Yu et al., 2022a) scales up
models and adopts ViT-VQGAN (Yu et al., 2021) for improved performance.

Despite their successes, the flatten of tokens poses a risk of potential structural degradation. In re-
sponse, VAR (Tian et al., 2024) redefines the “order” by shifting from predicting tokens to token
maps across different scales, providing better modeling of image and significantly enhanced scal-
ability. This allows auto-regressive models to surpass diffusion models in image synthesis for the
first time, although it remains limited to class-conditioned synthesis.

Another branch of models uses BERT-style masking (Chang et al., 2022; Ding et al., 2022; Chang
et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2024), where random masked tokens are predicted based on token pre-
diction. Works in this area include MagViT (Yu et al., 2023a), MaskGIT (Chang et al., 2022),
MUSE (Chang et al., 2023), MagViT-2 (Yu et al., 2023b), etc.

3 METHOD

3.1 PRELIMINARY: FROM “NEXT-TOKEN PREDICTION” TO “NEXT-SCALE PREDICTION”

Next-token prediction forms the core of traditional auto-regressive T2I models. Typpically,
images are tokenized by discrete tokenizers, e.g., VQVAE and flattened into a series of token
maps (x1, x2, ..., xT ). Prediction of each token xt is based on the sequence of preceding tokens
(x1, x2, ..., xt−1). The complete token map is then converted by quantizer and decoder to transform
the discrete tokens into generated images.

Next-scale prediction. Tian et al. (2024) point out that conventional “next token prediction” task
is inadequate for highly-structured, non-linguistic modalities like image, which inherently require
bi-directional and 2D structural dependence. Instead, they reformulate the auto-regressive approach
from token-wise to scale-wise generation. VAR begins with initial 1 × 1 token map r1, and auto-
regressively predicts (r1, r2, ..., rK) with higher resolution sequentially. The sequence generation
process can be formulated as multiplication of K conditional probabilities:

p(r1, r2, ..., rK) =

K∏
k=1

p(rk | r1, r2, . . . , rk−1) (1)

where token map at each scale rk ∈ [V ]hk×wk is generated based on previous token maps
(r1, r2, ...rk−1) at k − 1 scales. Here, V represents the VQVAE codebook, while hk and wk denote
the height and width of token map at scale k , respectively. To construct multi-scale latent token
maps for supervision, vanilla VQVAE with modified multi-scale quantization layers is constructed,
and codebook V is shared across all scales.
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With the alignment of scale-wise prediction scheme with the intrinsic properties of visual data, VAR
significant advances previous auto-regressive works. It offers better scalability with reaching the
lower bound of FID, along with increased efficiency. This breakthrough underscores the potential
of auto-regressive models to produce high-quality images.

Limitations. Although VAR has achieved efficient conditioned generation with categories, it en-
counters certain limitations that hinder broader application:

1) Restricted conditions. VAR only considers generation under limited categories, posing restricted
diversity in conditions and inhibits the model’s ability to generalize to new objects or concepts.

2) Generating token maps across different scales. VAR incorporates learnable absolute positional
encodings (APEs) for tokens at each scale, which increases the learnable parameter and compli-
cates optimization process, consequently limiting its capabilities under high-resolution synthesis.

3.2 EFFICIENT TEXTUAL GUIDANCE

In VAR, class condition serves as start token [s] at the initial scale, while a transformer with
class-conditioned Adaptive Layer Normalization (AdaLN) layers is utilized to predict subsequent
scales. For text-guided generation, which is an open set problem that necessitates generalization to
new scenarios. Rather than jointly encoding text and images, we leverage pre-trained text encoders
to acquire generalized representations. Specifically, to ensure detailed guidance for text-prompt
generation while preserving diversity, we make two principal designs:

Start tokens. Originally, VAR relies on class embeddings tied to a predefined set of categories,
thereby limiting the diversity of generated images since the start token predominantly determines
the global content of output. To enhance versatility and ensure better alignment between text and
images, we employ pooled text features as the start token. This change provides generalizable fea-
tures, facilitating adaptation to new textual scenarios. Furthermore, it ensures consistency between
textual descriptions and visual outputs.

Latent 
16×16 Latent 

24×24 Latent 
32×32

Figure 4: Illustration of confusions caused by po-
sitional encodings across scales. In different scale
token maps, two points’ relative positions are dif-
ferent across scales, causing confusion with 2D
RoPE (e.g., mistaking red points for the dog’s
paw in new scales). Normalizing RoPE with each
scale’s token map size ensures correct positioning
(blue point for dog’s paw in every scale).

Fine-grained guidance at each scale. Tex-
tual information, with its inherent complexity,
presents a greater challenge compared to class
conditioning, which is often limited to merely
1,000 ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) categories.
While AdaLN is adept at managing simple con-
ditional information, e.g., timesteps in diffusion
models, styles, etc.. Similarly, the start 1×1 to-
ken also lacks the capacity to convey sufficient
textual detail, and risks of being obscured in the
subsequent scales.

Therefore, a new mechanism for implement-
ing text understanding in each scale is neces-
sary. Inspired by the success of cross-attention
mechanism in diffusion models, we inject fea-
ture extracted from pre-trained text encoder
with cross-attention mechanism to provide de-
tailed textual guidance for token maps at each
scale. Specifically, we insert additional cross-
attention layers between self-attention and feed-forward within each transformer layer.

Through efficient pooled embedding and cross-attention mechanisms, we achieve robust consistency
between images and text. For a concise overview of network structure, refer to Fig. 3.

3.3 NORMALIZED ROTARY POSITIONAL ENCODING

In the next-scale prediction scheme, tokens from the same scale are generated at once. Encoding
the position of each token inside current scale is crucial. Existing transformers, typically utilize
learnable absolute positional encoding (APEs) (Vaswani et al., 2017) or 2D sinusoidal positional
encoding (Chen et al., 2023a), to mark tokens’ absolute positions in images.
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Table 1: Performance comparison under MJHQ-30K shows that our method achieves the best FID
(“4.73”) and CLIP-Score (“0.291”) for 512×512 generation, with merely 2.95s per image1.

Methods Type FID↓ CLIP-Score↑ Infer. Time [s]
Rank Score Rank Score

Stable Diffusion v2.1 Diff. 5 26.96 5 0.259 8.61
SDXL Diff. 4 11.42 1 0.291 10.18
Playground v2.5 Diff. 2 6.57 4 0.283 8.96
PixArt-α Diff. 3 6.64 3 0.284 6.48
Ours AR 1 4.73 1 0.291 2.95

For sizes of token map at each scale varies, the existing position encodings exhibit following lim-
itations: Firstly, flattened absolute positional encodings (APEs) fail to account for the intrinsic 2D
structure of images, leading to unnecessary increases in model parameters. This issue becomes
more pronounced when generating images at larger scales. Moreover, sinusoidal encodings struggle
to adapt when dealing with sequences of different lengths, which is sub-optimal for modeling vary-
ing token maps across scales. A slight change of size in token map renders a significant distortion,
and forcibly learning with inconsistent positional embeddings for different scales can lead to poten-
tial confusion. For instance, two points that are equidistant in token maps with different scales, yet
may cause confusion due to their differing interpretations caused by the varying shapes of scales,
See Fig. 4 for example.

To address this inconsistency and more effectively encode 2D information, we propose normalized
2D Axial Rotary Position Encoding (RoPE) to better model image features based on the relative
positions of tokens with consistent representations across different scales. For a given scale k, a
2D grid with size hk × wk is constructed, for position (i, j), i ∈ {1, 2, ..., hk}, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., wk},
the normalized 2D rotary positional encoding PE(i, j) is calculated based on normalized grid with
token map size of the current scale hk × wk:

PE(i, j) = RoPEx(
i

hk
·H)⊕ RoPEy(

j

wk
·W ) (2)

Here H and W are multiplied on normalized grid to produce more distinguishable distances, usually
satisfy H>hK and W>wK . The ⊕ denotes concatenation in channel dimension, and RoPEx(·) and
RoPEy(·) represent the rotary embeddings for x and y dimensions, respectively.

With this normalized relative positional encoding to model the spatial relationships of tokens, all
scale token maps are recognized as latents of the same normalized size, i.e., (H ×W ), with relative
positions. This approach ensures consistency across positions at different scales, which allows the
model to utilize encoded positional information to better predict the token maps at new scales.

4 EXPERIMENT

4.1 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Model parameters. Follow Tian et al. (2024), we adopt a standard decoder-only transformer archi-
tecture similar to Radford et al. (2019), and adhere to the model shape hyper-parameter rules out-
lined in Kaplan et al. (2020). Specifically, the main parameter count N of the transformer scales as
O(d3) with depth d. Our implementation is based on the VAR configuration with d = 30, resulting
in approximately 1.7 billion parameters, leveraging scalability to enhance text-to-image generation
capabilities. Additionally, we utilize the same CLIP text encoder as Stable Diffusion v2.1, which
features a ViT-L/14 backbone, supporting up to 77 tokens and a latent channel width of 1024. More
powerful language models, such as T5, can bring further performance gains.

Datasets. The training datasets are sourced from JourneyDB, LAION-HD, and LAION-Art. Since
the captions provided by LAION-HD and LAION-Art do not adequately describe the image content,

1For official models of SDXL and Playground v2.5 are trained on 1024×1024 images, we utilize a fine-
tuned version of SDXL: https://huggingface.co/hotshotco/SDXL-512, and their 1024 results
are provided for reference (“9.55” for SDXL and “4.48” for Playground v2.5)
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Ours

The cutest shiba inu sitting on the ground with fallen leaves, close-up view, high quality.

PixArt-𝛼 Playground v2.5 SDXL

Ours PixArt-𝛼 Playground v2.5 SDXL

Insanely Realistic, macro, forest floor, professional photography, award winning photo, 
60mm photo stacking, grapes in full focus, bokeh in the background, nature background.

Ours PixArt-𝛼 Playground v2.5 SDXL

Close up of a man and woman passionately kissing in the rain.

Ours PixArt-𝛼 Playground v2.5 SDXL

Hyper-realistic photograph full color of a baby pot belly pig playing in a field of sunflowers, 
mood is light and happy, sony a7 III.

Ours PixArt-𝛼 Playground v2.5 SDXL

Australian rainbow serpent festival during the night time closeup photo of cyberpunk 
teen girl, photorealistic portrait lens 50mm professional lens.

Figure 5: Qualitative comparison between STAR and other SOTA models.
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we use ShareGPT4v (Chen et al., 2023b) to recaption them. The images are center-cropped and
proportionally resized to fit the training dimensions.

Training Details. During training, the transformer predicts concatenated token maps for all scales
along the length dimension, resulting in an attention map of size (

∑K
k=1 hk×wk)×(

∑K
k=1 hk×wk).

Table 2: Performance on ImageReward bench-
mark. Our model is comparable with the best.

Methods ImageReward↑ CLIP-Score↑
Rank Score Rank Score

SD v2.1 5 0.2457 5 0.2683
SDXL 4 0.4155 2 0.2822
Playground v2.5 3 0.6925 4 0.2767
PixArt-α 1 0.9037 3 0.2780
Ours 2 0.8660 1 0.2865

This approach significantly increases compu-
tation costs, especially for larger images. To
manage this, we first train on 256 × 256 im-
ages with larger batch size, then fine-tune on
512 × 512 images with smaller batch size for
512 resolution. With normalized RoPE provid-
ing consistency across different scales, the net-
work adapts quickly to new dimensions during
training, leading to rapid convergence.

4.2 PERFORMANCE
COMPARISONS AND ANALYSIS

Models. We thoroughly compare STAR with existing leading methods, including Stable Diffusion
v2.1 (Rombach et al., 2022) (“SD v2.1), SDXL (Podell et al., 2023), Playground v2.5 (Li et al.,
2024) and PixArt-α (Chen et al., 2023a). All models are systematically evaluated in terms of fidelity
(“FID”), image-text consistency (“CLIP-Score”) and human preferences (“ImageReward”).

Ours w/o Cross-Attn. w/o Normalized RoPE

In the evening, two 
guinea pigs were having 
dinner outside a café in 
Paris. In the background, 
the Eiffel Tower can be 
seen.

A little deer wearing 
sunglasses, National 
Geographic, Our Planet.

A purple fox with fluffy 
and shiny long fur is 
sitting on an 
unidentified flying 
object, or UFO, in the 
forest.

Three astronauts are 
sitting, by the river 
carrying a big festive 
cake.

Figure 6: Illustration of ablations. No cross attention makes un-
derstanding complex scenes difficult (e.g., counting, object rela-
tionships). Replacing normalized RoPE with learnable APE hin-
ders position learning, causing shape distortions.

Fidelity. FID Measure the dis-
crepancy between the distribu-
tions of generated images and
real images. Noting the discrep-
ancy between COCO validation
set styles and practical prefer-
ences, we use the MJHQ-30k
benchmark proposed by Play-
ground (Li et al., 2024) for eval-
uation. Additionally, we use Im-
ageReward (Xu et al., 2024) to
assess human preference for the
generated images. As shown in
Table 1, STAR achieves the best
FID of 4.73 with significantly
reduced inference time of <3
seconds, compared to those who
requires around 10 second. No-
tably, STAR can produce incred-
ible details, as shown in Fig. 5,
especially in fur, hair, facial fea-
tures, and plant leaves.

Text Image Alignment. Be-
yond the above evaluation, we
also report CLIP-Score (See
Table 1, 2), which indicates
the correlation between textual
prompts and generated images.
STAR achieves the best align-
ment performance, benefiting from the efficient collaboration of cross-attention and start tokens.

Human Preferences. Additionally, we use ImageReward (Xu et al., 2024) to assess human pref-
erence for generated images. This comprehensive criterion measures human aesthetic preferences,
body proportions, and other factors based on pre-trained BLIP model. Results are listed in Table 2.
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4.3 ABLATION STUDY

Normalized RoPE. To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed normalized RoPE, we replace it
with learnable absolute positional encodings in the depth=16 model. As shown in “w/o Normalized
RoPE” of Fig. 6, the model will be difficult to train and is prone to deformation.

Cross-Attention. We provide text guidance through pooled features and cross-attention. Using only
pooled features as start tokens is insufficient, as it fails to adequately express complex textual infor-
mation, impacting the generation across all scales. The results of removing cross-attention, shown
in ”w/o Cross-Attn.” in Fig. 6, demonstrate confusion in understanding complex scenes involving
counting, spatial relations, and multiple objects.

Table 3: Results under different sizes
(256×256 and 512×512 and different model
scales (depth-16 and depth-30).

Depth #Reso #Param CLIP-score↑ FID↓
16 256 274M 0.272 6.88
30 256 1.68B 0.286 5.19
30 512 1.68B 0.291 4.73

Scaling-up parameters. Auto-regressive trans-
formers exhibit superior scalability, allowing for per-
formance enhancements through increased model
parameters. By scaling up model from depth=16
(”d16”) to depth=30 (”d30”), a marked improve-
ment in performance metrics is observed, as illus-
trated in Table 3. This scaling behavior highlights
the inherent advantage of auto-regressive transform-
ers in benefiting from additional parameters.

5 FUTURE WORKS

In this work, we focus on new auto-regressive generative paradigm, i.e., “next-scale prediction”, for
efficient high-quality text-to-image generation. However, there are still some areas for improvement:

Higher resolutions. Due to the limitations of the current training method, generating larger scale
images requires significantly more computational resources. Currently, we can generate images at
resolutions of 256 × 256 and 512 × 512. We are developing more efficient training strategies to
enable larger scale generation, such as 1024× 1024. Additionally, the inherent limitations of multi-
scale VQVAE and the single-scale training strategy restrict our current model to generating images
at a single resolution, resulting in limited usability. We will explore a mixed-resolution training
strategy to allow the model to adapt to a wider range of resolutions.

More efficient sampling strategy. In our current generation pipeline, the process involves starting
from a specific semantic start token and gradually generating higher resolution tokens guided by
the text. The randomness in generation comes from top-k sampling of predicted token indexes. We
believe there is room for improvement to generate more diverse and detail-rich images.

Downstream tasks. Unlike diffusion models, our approach uses auto-regressive generation.
Whether it can support a wide range of downstream tasks, such as controllable generation and image
editing, similar to diffusion models, remains an open question for future exploration.

6 CONCLUSION

In this work, we explore a new auto-regressive paradigm, namely “next-scale prediction,” for effi-
cient text-to-image (T2I) synthesis. Our approach, STAR, predicts discrete latent space feature maps
in a scale-wise manner, using pooling features and cross-attention for text guidance. Additionally,
it employs normalized RoPE to avoid positional confusion across different scales and efficiently
encodes token positions, enabling higher resolution generation.

STAR achieves superior performance in terms of fidelity, text-image alignment, and human pref-
erence. Remarkably, it generates a high-quality 512 × 512 image with stunning details in approx-
imately 2.9 seconds. Compared to the leading diffusion models in the T2I domain, STAR offers
significant time advantages and produces images with greater detail, presenting a promising new
direction in the currently diffusion-dominated field of text-to-image generation.
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